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INTRODUCTION
  .4  .Let G q be a family of finite groups of Lie type having W, S as its
irreducible Coxeter system. For each parameter q, let c be the integers
<  . s  .  . < cs  .satisfying B q : B q l B q s q for each s g S, where B q is a fixed
 .Borel subgroup of G q . Then c s c if s and t are W-conjugate. Lets t
w 1r2 y1r2 x 1r2Z q , q be the ring of Laurent polynomials in indeterminate q .
 .Then the Hecke algebra H corresponding to G q over A has a standard
 < 4basis T w g W satisfying the conditionsw
T y qcs T q 1 s 0, if s g S, . .s s
T T s T , if l xy s l x q l y , .  .  .x y x y
 .where l is the length function on W.
For any I ; S, let x s  T , where W is the standard parabolicI w g W w II
 .  .subgroup of W generated by I. Let A s End [ x H . If G q is theH II ; S
 . general linear group GL n, q , then A is known as a q-Schur algebra see
w x. w xDJ1, DJ2 . In PW , q-Schur algebras have been proved to be quasi-
w xhereditary algebras in the sense of CPS1 . In other words, the category of
w xleft A-modules is a highest weight category in the sense of loc. cit. .
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 .In this paper, we consider the cases when G is either U q or2 n
 .  .U q , where U q is the group of unitary n by n matrices over the2 nq1 n
field of q elements. The Weyl group W associated to G is of type B . Then
Dynkin diagram of W is as follows:
1 2 n
` } ` } ??? s ` .
 .Let c be the integers associated to G. If G s U q , thens 2 n
1, if s s s ,nc ss  2, otherwise.
 .If G s U q , then2 nq1
3, if s s s ,nc ss  2, otherwise.
 .  .Let H be the Hecke algebra corresponding to either U q or U q .2 n 2 nq1
Let A be the endomorphism algebra associated to H. In this paper, we
study the representation theory of endomorphism algebra A by using
Kazhdan]Lusztig theory. Our method is based on the representation
w xtheory of standardly based algebras given in DR1 . The main result of this
paper is that the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis of A is a standard base in the
w x   .. w xsense of loc. cit., 1.2.1 see 2.1 . Using the results in loc. cit. , we
describe the simple modules and standard modules in the category of left
A-modules. Our result shows that the category of left A-modules has
  ..results similar to the case of a highest weight category see 4.4 . When we
specialize q to 1, we get the results on endomorphism algebras
 .End [ T where W is the Weyl group of type B and T is thekW J n JJ : S
 4permutation module on the cosets W w .J w g W
The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 1, we
recall some basic definitions and results. Let H be the Hecke algebra
 .  .associated to U q or U q . In Section 2, we prove that the2 n 2 nq1
Kazhdan]Lusztig basis of H is a standard base by a result due to Graham
w xin Gra . In Section 3, we prove the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis of A is a
standard base. In Section 4, we give some results on the representation
theory of endomorphism algebra A.
1. HECKE ALGEBRAS
Let W be a finite Coxeter group with S as its distinguished generator
w y1 xset of simple reflections. Let A s Z t, t be the ring of Laurent polyno-
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mials in indeterminate t. For any s g S, let c be a positive integer suchs
that c s c if s and t are W-conjugate. Then the generic Hecke algebra Hs t
associated to W is an associative algebra over A with free A-basis
 < 4  .T w g W . Let l be the length function on W. Then,w
T y t 2 cs T q 1 s 0, if s g S, . .s s
1.1 .
T T s T , if l xy s l x q l y . .  .  .x y x y
 .If the parameters c are determined by finite groups G q and W thes
 .Weyl group associated to G q , we say the generic Hecke algebra H is
 .associated to G q .
 . w x1.2 Let F be the Bruhat]Chevalley order on W. In Lu1 , Lusztig
 < 4introduced another basis B w g W for H such thatw
B s PU T ,w y , w y
yFw
U where P is known as the Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomial resp. general-y, w
. ized Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomial if H has equal parameters resp. un-
.equal parameters .
 .1.3 Cells. Let F be the preorder on W such that x F y is there isL L
z g W such that B appears in the expression of B B with non-zerox z y
coefficient. Let F be the preorder on W such that x F y if xy1 F yy1.R R L
Let F be the preorder on W generated by F and F . TheL R L R
 4equivalent relations corresponding to x g L, R, LR are denoted by ;x
and the equivalent classes corresponding to L, R, LR are called left cells,
right cells, and two-sided cells resp. generalized left, right and two-sided
.cells if H has unequal parameters .
 .1.4 Let H be the generic Hecke algebra associated to finite groups
 .  .  .U q or U q . Then H is of type B or C with unequal parameters2 n 2 nq1 n n
 .see Introduction . H is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a Hecke algebra
associated to a certain symmetry group. In fact, if the Hecke algebra H is
 .associated to U q , then we consider the Hecke algebra associated to the2 n
 .symmetry groups S . For 1 F i F 2n y 1, let t s i, i q 1 be the basic2 n i
 < 4transposition. Then T s t 1 F i F 2n y 1 is the distinguished generatori
set of S . Let a be the non-trivial isomorphism of S such that2 n 2 n
 . a  <  . 4a T s T. Then the subgroup S s w g S a w s w is isomorphic2 n 2 n
to the Weyl group of type B withn
<U s u 1 F i F n , u s t t if 1 F i F n y 1 and u s t 4i i i 2 nyi n n
 .as its distinguished generator set of simple reflections. Let c [ c s l ui u ii
 .  a .where l is the length function on S . Let H S be the Hecke2 n 2 n
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algebra associated to S a with respect to c . Then2 n i
1.5 H S a ( H , .  .2 n
 .where H is the Hecke algebra associated to U q .2 n
 .If H is associated to the finite group U q , then H is isomorphic to a2 nq1
subalgebra of the Hecke algebra associated to the symmetry group S .2 nq1
Hereafter, we deal with the Hecke algebra with parameters associated to
 .U q . The second case can be dealt with similarly.2 n
 .  4Let W B be the Weyl group of type B with S s s , s , . . . , s as itsn n 1 2 n
 . adistinguished generator set of simple reflections. Let c : W B ª S ben 2 n
 .  .such that c s s u for 1 F i F n. Then c is an isomorphism. By 1.5 , wei i
 .  .  . ahave, for any x, y g W B , x ; y if and only if c x ; c y in S .n L L 2 n
 .  .The last condition implies c x ; c y in S by the result due toL 2 n
w x  w x.Lusztig in Lu1, Sect. 9.2 see also Bre, Sect. 4.3 . From here onwards, we
 . aconsider w g W B as w g S by abusing notation.n 2 n
2. STANDARDLY BASED ALGEBRAS
In this section, we prove the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis for Hecke algebras
 .  . w xassociated to U q or U q is a standard base introduced in DR1 .2 n 2 nq1
First, we recall the definition of standard base.
 .2.1 Assume that R is a commutative ring with unit 1. Let A be an
 .R-algebra and L, F a poset. A is called a standardly based algebra on L
if the following conditions hold.
 .  .  .a For any l g L, there are index sets I l and J l such that
l lB s a i , j g I l = J l . .  .  . 5i , j
 . lb The disjoint union B s D B is a free R-basis of A.lg L
 . lc For any a g A, a g B, we havei, j
2.2 a ? al ' f a, i al mod A ) l .  .  .i , j i9 , l i9 , j
 .i9gI l
al ? a ' f j, a al mod A ) l , .  .i , j l , j9 i , j9
 .j9gJ l
where A ) l is the R-submodule of A spanned by Bm with m ) l and
 .  .f a, i , f j, a g R are independent of j and i, respectively.i9, l l, j9
Such a base B is said to be a standard base for the standardly based
algebra A.
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Standardly based algebras are generalized versions of cellular algebras
w xintroduced by Graham and Lehrer in GL .
 .2.3 A composition l of a non-negative integer n is a sequence
 . `l , l , . . . , such that  l s n. If l G l for all i F j, then l is said to1 2 is1 i i j
 .  q ..be a partition. For positive integer n, r, let L n, r resp. L n, r be the
 .set of all compositions resp. partitions of r with at most n parts. For
q .l g L n, r , we may identify l with its corresponding diagram which
consists of crosses arranged in a manner as illustrated by the example
 . q .l s 421 g L 3, 7 for which we have
= = = =
l s = =
=
A l-tableau t is obtained by replacing each cross by one of the numbers
1, 2, . . . , r. The symmetric group W s S acts on the set of l-tableaux byr
letter permutations. For any partition l of r, we consider l-tableaux such
that the number of entries i is equal to m , where m is a composition of r.i
 .Such tableaux are called l-tableaux of type m. Let T l, m denote the set
of all l-tableaux of type m. A l-tableau t is called semistandard resp.
.  .standard if its entries are weakly increasing resp. strictly increasing along
 .each row and increasing along each column. Let T l, m be the set of all0
 r .semistandard l-tableaux of type m. If n G r, we set v s 1 . Clearly,
 .T l, v is the set of all standard l-tableaux.0
 .2.4 Robinson]Schensted Map. Let W be the symmetry group S . Letr
  .  ..f : w ¬ t w , s w be the Robinson]Schensted map from W to the set of
 w x. w xpairs of standard tableaux see, eg., B . In BV , Barbasch and Vogan
proved that, for x, y g W,
2.5 x ; y resp. x ; y if and only if s x s s y .  .  .  .L R
resp. t x s t y . .  . .
 .2.6 Let a be the non-trivial automorphism on S preserving the2 n
  .. w x w xgenerator set T see 1.4 . In Lu1 and Bre, Sect. 4.3 , Lusztig and
Bremke proved that any generalized left cell G of S a satisfies G s G a2 n 1
for some left cell G of S . Let L be the set of generalized two-sided1 2 n
 .cells of W B . For any V g L, letn
I V s t g T l, v t s t w for some w g V .  .  . 40
J V s s g T l, v s s s w for some w g V , .  .  . 40
where l is the two-sided cell of S containing V. Here, we consider V2 n
a . as a two-sided cell of S . By the result due to Bremke and Lusztig see2 n
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w x w x. aLu1, Theorem 11 or Bre, P. 63, line 3 , l is a union of generalized
a wtwo-sided cells of S . In fact, this result can be deduced from loc. cit.2 n
x.  .  .  .4.3.8 . Obviously, I V s J V for a generalized two-sided cell of W Bn
 .  y1 .  .  y1 .  .since t w s s w and s w s t w for any w g S . I V is a subset2 n
a  .  .of T l, v ; the latter consists of the elements in T l, v which are fixed0 0
w xby an evacuation map defined by Schutzenberger in S . Such elements areÈ
 w x.called symmetric standard tableaux see Gra, Chap. 2 . The following
w xresult follows from a result due to Graham loc. cit. Chap. 3 .
 .2.7 THEOREM. Let H be the Hecke algebra associated to finite groups
 .  .U q or U q . Then the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis of H is a standard base2 n 2 nq1
 .in the sense of 2.1 .
 . lProof. For any w g W B , let B [ B where l is the generalizedn w P , Q
 .  .  .  .  .two-sided cell of W B containing w and P, Q s f w g I l = I l .n
 .Let L be the set of all generalized two-sided cells of W B . Then L is an
poset with partial order F , where F is the reversed order of F . ForL R
any l g L, let H ) l be the free A-submodule of H spanned by B m withP , Q
 .  .P, Q g I m and m ) l. For all h g H B , we haven
2.8 hB l ' f h , P B l mod H ) l .  .P , Q P 9l P 9 , Q
B l h ' f Q, h B l mod H ) l .P , Q l , Q9 P , Q9
 .  . w x by 2.5 and Corollary 4.3.10 in Bre the latter implies that if z9 F zL
.  .  .and z ; z9, then z ; z9 . Moreover, f h, P and f Q, l areL R L P 9l l, Q9
 .elements in A, which are independent of Q and P, respectively, by 1.5
w x   .  .and Gra, 3.2 the latter says that the left cell modules E G and E G1 2
are isomorphic if G and G are in the same generalized two-sided cell of1 2
 a ..H S . Thus the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis of H is a standard base in the2 n
 .sense of 2.1 .
Let R be a commutative noetherian ring over A with unit 1. Let
q1r2 g R be the image of t. Let H s H m R. Then H is the HeckeR A R
algebra over the commutative noetherian ring R. We denote T and B byw w
 .T m 1 and B m 1 by abusing notation. By Theorem 2.7 , we have thew w
following result.
 .2.9 COROLLARY. Let H be the Hecke algebra associated to one of theR
 .  .  <finite groups U q or U q . Then the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis B w g2 n 2 nq1 w
 .4  .W B is a standard base of H in the sense of 2.1 .n R
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 .3. ENDOMORPHISM ALGEBRAS End [ x HH JJ : S
In this section, we prove our main result, which says the Kzahdan-
 .Lusztig basis of End [ x H is a standard base if H is the HeckeH JJ : S
 .  .algebra associated to U q or U q . At first, we introduce the2 n 2 nq1
 .Kazhdan]Lusztig basis for End [ x H . When H has equal parame-H JJ : S
 .ters, the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis for End [ x H has been introducedH JJ : S
w xby Du in Du1 .
Let W be a finite Coxeter group of non-simply laced type. Let S be its
distinguished generator set of simple reflections. For each subset I ; S, let
W be the parabolic subgroup of W generated by I, and D the set ofI I
representatives of minimal length in the right cosets W R W. Thus, the setI
D s D l Dy1 for I, J ; S consists of the representatives of minimalI J I J
length in the double cosets W R WrW . Let Dq be the set of theI J I J
representatives of maximal length in the double cosets W R WrW .I J
Let G be an abelian group. We now assume that a total order e on G is
given, which is compatible with the structure of G. For any s g S, we
associate a parameter q g G such that q s q if s, t are W-conjugate. Wes s t
also assume that q g G for all s g S, where G is the set of elementss q q
which are strictly positive for the total order e. Let H be the Hecke
w x w x  <algebra associated to W over Z G . Then H has a free Z G -basis T w gw
4W such that
T y q T q 1 s 0, if s g S, .  .s s s
T T s T , if l xy s l x q l y . .  .  .x y x y
 1r2: 2 csIf G s t , and q s t for some integer c satisfying c s c if s ands s s t
t are W-conjugate, then the Hecke algebra defined above coincides with
 .  e < 4that defined in 1.1 . Let B w g W be the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis withw
 w x.respect to the total order e see Lu1 . Hereafter, we use B to replacew
Be by abusing notation.w
For any D ; W, let T s  T . For any I, J : S, define H to be theD x g D x I J
A-free module spanned by the elements T , D g W R WrW . A directD I J
computation shows that H can be characterized as follows:I J
<H s h g H T h s q h , hT s q h , for all s g I and t g J . 4I J s s t t
 .  w x.3.1 PROPOSITION Compare Cur, 1.10 . Let H be the Hecke algebra
w xo¨er Z G , where G is an abelian group. Let e be a total order on G. Then
 4 qKazhdan]Lusztig base elements B with respect to e are a freew w g DI Jw xZ G -basis for H .I J
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w xProof. This follows from an argument similar to Cur, 1.10 .
Now we introduce the Kazhdan ]Lusztig basis for A [
 .End [ x H with x [ T for J ; S. For I, J ; S and d g D , theH J J W I JJ ; S J
A-linear map f d on [ x H defined byI J J 9J 9; S
f d : x T ª d T TI J J 9 w J , J 9 W wW wI J
for all w g D is an H-homomorphism. By Mackey decomposition, weJ 9
 d < 4obtain that the elements f I, J ; S, d g D form a basis of theI J I J
algebra A.
 . dLet D W be the set of all double cosets of W. We denote f by fI J D
where D s W dW . Let q s q ??? q if s ??? s is a reduced expres-I J w s s i ii i 1 r1 r
sion of w. Since q s q if s and t are W-conjugate, q is independent ofs t w
the reduced expression of w. The following result can be proved by the
w x  w x .same method used in Du2, 1.4 . In DR2 , we give a proof of this result.
 .3.2 PROPOSITION. For D s W wW with w g D , let1 J I J
u s q1r2 a f ,D w z , w D 9J
 .D 9gD W
zgD 9lDIJ
 <where a is defined by B s  a T . Then u D gz, w w z g D 9l D , w F w z, w D 9 DD I J D 9 D
 .4D W is a basis of A.
 .3.3 DEFINITION. For any x, y, z l , let f g A be defined byx, y, z
B B s f B .x y x , y , z z
zgW
For any D s W xW , D s W yW , and D s W zW with x g Dq ,I J 1 I9 J 9 2 I0 J 0 I J
y g Dq and z g Dq , let f s f .I9, J 9 I0 , J 0 D , D , D x, y, z1 2
 . y1r23.4 PROPOSITION. Keep the setup abo¨e. Let h s q  q forJ w w g W wJ J
any J ; S. Then
hy1 f u , if J s I9,J D , D , D D1 2 23.5 u u s . D D1  0, otherwise.
w xProof. This follows from an argument similar to Du1, 3.4 .
From here onwards, we consider the Hecke algebra H associated to
 .  . w y1 xU q or U q over A s Z t, t . Let A be the endomorphism2 n 2 nq1
algebra associated to H. First, we introduce the notion of cells in A
w xfollowing Lu2, Sect. 29.4 as follows.
 < 4Let B s b [ u D g W R WrW , I, J ; S be the Kazhdan]D I J
Lusztig basis of A defined as above. Let c g A with b, b9, b0 g Bb, b9, b0
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w xbe defined by bb9 s  c b0. Following Lu2, Sect. 29.4 , web0 g B b, b9, b0
 .denote by b9 F b resp. b9 F b for b, b9 g B if there exists a sequenceL R
b s b, b , . . . , b s b9 and a , . . . , a in B such that c / 01 2 n 1 ny1 a , b , bi i iq1
 .  4resp. c / 0 for all i g 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 . Let F be the preorderb , a , b L Ri i iq1
on B generated by F and F . The corresponding equivalence rela-L R
tions are denoted by ; , ; , and ; . The corresponding equiva-L R L R
lence classes are called left cells, right cells, and two-sided cells of B,
 .respectively. By 3.5 , we have the following proposition.
 .  .3.6 PROPOSITION. For any double coset D g D W , let w be theD
distinguished double coset representati¨ e of maximal length. For any u , u gD D 9
A, u ; u if and only if w ; w .D L R D 9 D L R D 9
 .3.7 PROPOSITION. For any u g A and D g D , there are two tableauxD I, J
 .  .P g T m, l and Q g T m, n corresponding to w where m is the two-0 0 D
sided cell of S containing w , and l, n are two compositions of 2n2 n D
  4  .determined by I and J, respecti¨ ely e. g., if I s s , then c s s t t s1 1 1 2 ny1
 2 ny4 . .w where l is the composition 2, 1 , 2 of 2n . Moreo¨er, if u ; u0, l D L D 9
then Q s Q9 and if u ; u then P s P9, where P9, Q9 are determined byD R D 9
u .D 9
Proof. By assumption, w g Dq. Let w g m, where m is a two-sidedD I J D
 .cell of W B . There is a two-sided cell of S containing w if wen 2 n D
consider w as an element of S . We denote this two-sided cell of SD 2 n 2 n
by m, too. Let G be the left cell of S containing w , the longest wordm 2 n 0, m
in the standard parabolic subgroup of S with respect to m. Consider the2 n
 .  .  .  .  .elements x, y g S such that t x s t w , s x s s w , t y s2 n D 0, m
 .  .  .  .t w , and s y s s w . By 2.5 , w ; y ; w and w ; x ;0, m D D L R 0, m D R L
w . Hence0, m
L x s L w and R x s m , .  .  .D
L y s m , and R y s R w , .  .  .D
 .  4  .  4 xwhere L w s s g S N sw - w and R w s s g S N ws - w . So, x g
Dq and yqg Dq where l and n are two composition of 2n determinedl, m n , m
 .  .by c w and c w . Since the Robinson]Schensted map gives a bijectionI J
between the elements in a symmetry group and the set of standard
w xtableaux, x and y are determined uniquely by w . By Du3, 3.3 , there is aD
bijection between Dq l G and the set of semistandard m-tableaux ofl, m m
x  q.  .  .l-type. x resp. y determines a unique element P resp. Q in T m, l0
  ..resp. T m, n .0
Let x , y and x , y be the elements in S determined by w and1 1 2 2 2 n D
 .  .w . If u ; u , then w ; w in W B by 3.5 . Hence w ; wD 9 D L D 9 D L D 9 n D L D 9
 .in S by the remark after 1.5 if we consider w , w as elements in2 n D D 9
S . By construction, y s y . Since Q and Q are uniquely determined2 n 1 2 1 2
by y and y , Q s Q . One can prove P s P if u ; u similarly.1 2 1 2 1 2 D R D 9
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Note that P and Q are uniquely determined by w . Hereafter, weD
 .  .denote such P and Q by P w and Q w , respectively.D D
 .3.8 DEFINITION. Let V be a two-sided cell of A. Let
I V s P P s P w , for all u g V .  . 4D D
J V s Q Q s Q w , for all u g V . .  . 4D D
 .  .Obviously, I V s J V .
Now we prove the main result of this paper.
 .  .3.9 THEOREM. Let H be the generic Hecke algebra associated to U q2 n
 .or U q and let A be the endomorphism algebra associated to H.Let L be2 nq1
the set of two-sided cells of A. Then the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis for endomor-
 .phism algebra End [ x H is a standard base on the poset L in theH JJ ; S
 .sense of 2.1 .
Proof. We shall denote by L the set of all generalized two-sided cells of
 . mW B by Proposition 3.6. For any u g A, let u [ u , where P sn D D P , Q
 .  .   ..P w , Q s Q w , and m is the two-sided cell containing w see 3.7 .D D D
L is a poset with partial order F , which is the reverse order of F .L R
For D g W R WrW and D9 g W R WrW , let u [ u l and u [I J K L D P , Q D 9
m  .  .u . By 3.5 and 3.6 ,P , Q1 1
u u m ' f u , P u m mod A ) m , .D P , Q P , m D 1 P , Q1 1 2 2 1
 .P gI m2
 . y1 y1where f u , P [ h f s h f for some double cosetP , m D 1 m D , D 9, D 0 m w , w , w2 D D 9 D 0
 .  .  .D0 g D W see Proposition 3.4 . We claim f u , P is independentP , m D 12
 .  X .of Q . In fact, consider the pairs P , Q and P , Q which are deter-1 1 1 1 1
mined by w and w . Let G be the left cell of S containing w ,D 9 D m 2 n 0, m1
where w is the longest word in the standard parabolic subgroup of S0, m 2 n
with respect to m. By Proposition 3.7, if we denote by x the element in Gm
corresponding to P , then w ; x ; w . Since the Kazhdan]Lusztig1 D 9 R R D1
basis of H is a standard base we have f s f for w ;w , w , w w , w , w D 9 RD D 9 D 0 D D D 01
w , and the claim follows. Similarly, we have the result for u l u . ThusD P , Q D 91
A is a standardly based algebra on the poset L with standard base u .D
 .  .3.10 Remark. The above proof is for the case G s U q . One can2 n
 .prove the case G s U q similarly. Let u, ¨ be two parameters. The2 nq1
Hecke algebras associated to Weyl groups of type B over the group ringn
w y1 y1 xZ u, u , ¨ , ¨ have been proved to be cellular algebras, a special case of
 w x.standardly based algebras see GL . However, we have not found a total
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w y1 y1 x  <order on Z u, u , ¨ , ¨ such that the Kazhdan]Lusztig base B w gw
 .4W B is a standard base. If we prove that there is a total order onn
w y1 y1 xZ u, u ,¨ , ¨ such that the corresponding Kazhdan]Lusztig basis is a
standard base, then one can prove that the endmorphism algebra A is a
standardly based algebra.
 .3.11 COROLLARY. For a commutati¨ e noetherian ring R o¨er A s
w y1 x  .Z t, t with unit 1, let H [ H m R and let A [ End [ X H .R A R H J Rj: sR
Then the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis A is a standardly based algebra on the posetR
L, where L is the set of two-sided cells of A.
4. REPRESENTATION OF A OVER A FIELD KK
w y1 xLet K be a field. Assume there is a map from A s Z t, t to K such
that the image of t is not zero. Let A s A m K. In this section, we shallK A
describe the simple modules and standard modules in the category of left
 w x.A -modules. First, we define a bilinear form see DR1, 1.2.6 .K
 .Let L be the set of generalized two-sided cells of W B . For anyn
 .  m <  . 4  .l g L, let I l and u P, Q g I m , m g L be defined as in 3.8 andP , Q
 .3.9 .
 .4.1 Bilinear Form. Keep the step above. For each l g L, let function
 .  . l lf : I l = I l ª k be defined as follows: For any u , u , there is al P , Q P 9, Q9
 .unique element f Q, P9 g K such thatl
u l u l ' f Q, P9 u l mod A ) l . .  .P , Q P 9 , Q9 l P , Q9 K
 .  w x.This is well defined by 3.9 compare DR1, 1.2.3 .
 .  w x .4.2 Standard modules. Compare DR1, 2.1 . For l g L, we define
 .  l <  .4D l to be the left A -module with K-basis u P g I l and moduleK P
action defined by
4.3 au l s f a, P u l . .  .P P 9 , l P 9
 .P 9gI l
 .We call D l the standard module of the category of left A -modules.K
 .  < 44.4 THEOREM. Let L [ l g L f / 0 .0 l
 .  .  .1 If l g L , then the standard module D l has a simple head L l ,0
which is absolutely irreducible.
 .   . < 42 L l l g L is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple A -0 K
modules.
 .  .  .  .3 If L l l g L is a composition factor of D m , then l F m.0
 .4 The decomposition matrix of A is upper unitriangular.K
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 .Proof. Theorem 4.4 follows from the results on representation theory
w x  w x.of standardly based algebras in DR1 see loc. cit. 2.4.2, 2.4.6 .
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